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About the Production

“The best thing about Montclair
is the people.”
-Jonathan the balloon man

“You know what I want? Another baby...”
About the Production
Filmed in and around Montclair, New
Jersey over 19 days, MONTCLAIR is an
engaging and uplifting ensemble piece that
is the first narrative feature for Under the
Hood Productions (UTHP). Formed in
2000 by MONTCLAIR
writer/director/producer, Mike Ramsdell,
UTHP began with the goal of building a
production company dedicated to creating
cinema that would inform directly on the
culture and collective conscience of today.
But the actual confluence of events that
allowed MONTCLAIR to get made goes all
the way back to the summer of 1992.
Promise
Mike Ramsdell and Justin Barrett met
during college (more accurately between
colleges) and quickly understood two
things: one, they would be great friends and
two, they would one day collaborate to
make a movie together. Both were actors,
but Ramsdell had just decided to study
directing and they shared an almost vocational desire to tell stories in the medium.
Like a lot of other college age kids

on Chicago’s north side they liked movies,
drinking, grilling out in the parking lot by
the el tracks, etc. But their meeting
suggested something more was underway.
“Mike and I can be a little competitive,”
notes Barrett, “but it’s brotherly and what it
really does is motivate me to always be
getting better at what I do. I’ve probably had
a similar effect on him.” Though they were
young, both had been to enough parties to
know that youthful proclamations about
taking over the world were commonplace,
but that eventual follow thru was not. “I like
the Tartuffe quote, ‘Words and deed are not
as one, much which is talked about goes
undone,” says Ramsdell. “We share the view
that there’s a premium on discipline and
completion when it comes to work ethic, but
when we said we would make movies
together it was as much challenge as promise.” Patience must also be at a premium
because it would be fifteen long years before
they made good on that promise.

Plan
They agreed early on that many movies
had been made about relationships and
marriage, “But they either ended with
‘Happily ever after’ or infidelity and

spousal abuse and we just felt it would
be much more interesting to explore the
subtle, and the realistic conflicts
inherent in marriage,” says Barrett.
Ramsdell adds, “I met my wife when I
was 14, fell in love with her, and chased
her for 13 more years before I stole my
roommates car, and drove to Atlanta,
(on a suspended license) to take her to
dinner. Two years later we were
married. I was super pissed when I
came to realize that ‘Happily Ever
After’ is only for fairy tales. Marriage is
really f *ing hard work – over and over,
everyday. And what’s the real kicker,
very rarely does it have anything to do
with right or wrong” “It’s the nature of
the beast,” adds Barrett, who also
married his high school sweetheart, “We
both have very loving relationships, but
when two strong people come together
– there are times when each chooses a
different direction. And that’s tricky
stuff.”
As they talked about the reality of
producing a film, the basic workload
began to take shape.
Mike had access to a
number of dedicated
young professionals
that could fill the
positions behind the
camera, Barrett had
been working in NYC
for some time and so
had a large group of
friends that were
experienced professional actors.

Synopsis
Jay and Amy have a good life. A beautiful
home, an adorable son, interesting, devoted
friends and very different ideas of what the
next steps in their life together should be.
Their dearest friend and the neighborhood
recluse is Vaclav. Through a Homeric battle
with two neighborhood punks involving
eggs, dog shit and petty theft, he comes to
terms with an old tragedy and faces the
shadow of what could have been.
Suzanne, a friend of Amy’s and Joel, her
venture-capitalist husband, have a baby on
the way, but are struggling with his
workaholic attitude and her need for
affirmation and security. Bruce is reeling in
the wake of a nasty divorce. But with some
tough love, and a chocolate chip cookie
from his landlady, he begins to deal with the
fear of starting over.
And Matt, Jay's radio partner, is a popular
former Big League pitcher known to his
fans as "The Giantkiller." He coasts along
with a mellow attitude, barely tolerating the
rat race around him.
As the friends all cope with the struggle of
their own households they gently collide
with one another for better or worse.
Interspersed
with
appearances
by
Montclair’s
actual
residents, this
rich story
employs
fictional and
non-fictional
techniques to
depict
American Suburbia with honesty and
naturalism.

continued...
They had a topic, a crew and a cast. It
was time to talk to the wives.
A rough production window was set
for about three weeks at the end of the
summer of ’05. Then Mike called to say
his wife, Jen, was pregnant with a due
date in June. Ironically, Barrett and his
wife (who is also named Jen) were
making plans for their second child at
the same time. “I asked her if she
thought we should ‘hold off for a bit.’”
This would be a moment that slipped
out of Barrett’s mouth and into the
script.
“She replied that babies are more
important than movies and she wanted
one now. Six weeks later, I called Mike
to tell him we might have a slight
scheduling
problem. His
Jen’s due date
was mid June,
my Jen’s due
date was
mid-August.
We knew that
once the
newborns were
around, our plans were likely to get
shelved once again and this time maybe
for good.” As inadvisable as it was, they
pushed ahead for a production window
squarely between their due dates and
made a pinky swear in January of 2005
that locked them in.

Pre-Production
In 2004, Ramsdell had been shooting a
documentary called the ANATOMY OF
HATE. It came up in conversation that
Bruce Sinofsky, (Director, BROTHER’S
KEEPER, PARADISE LOST, SOME
KIND OF MONSTER) was Barrett’s
neighbor. Mike asked to meet him and at
the end of the meeting they told Bruce of
their early plans for MONTCLAIR. A
resident of twenty years, he was enthusiastic and mentioned that a while back he had
wanted to be a stand-up comedian. Mike
wrote it into the script, giving him the
unique opportunity to direct one of his
favorite directors. Bruce’s role didn’t end
there though, he became a lynchpin to the
production, eventually shooting eight or
ten days and opening his home for use a
location as well as boarding crew; reciprocating the same generosity he had received
when he was getting started making films.
This would become a
theme of the production;
neighbors and friends
giving houses, cars,
catering, offices,
children.
As the good mojo
started flowing and the
script took shape, things
got busier and busier. For Barrett, the
tension began to mount at home. “I
realized that as much as I wanted the full
support of my family in pursuing a dream,
the timing was very difficult on everyone,
and I was going to feel real stupid if I
ruined my marriage while making a movie
-

about – marriage.” The couple worked
through their differences, “We didn’t
really have a choice. In the end, we got a
lot out of it.”

and she was helping me direct Justin
and Alecia on how best to kiss – while
Kellan was running around naked and
peeing off the side of the pool.”

One of the parts in the script was
written for Barrett’s three-year old,
Kellan. As a result, the question of who
would play the boy’s mother and
Barrett’s wife in the film
was dependent on
several factors. “For the
part of Amy, we needed
a sharp, but relaxed,
supercute sweatpants
and pony-tail girl,”
recounts Ramsdell.
Barrett’s friend of 12
years, Matt Walton, was
married to actress, Alecia Hurst. He had
seen her work on Matt’s reel some time
before and knew how talented she was, “
Alecia is fantastic. She and Matt live
nearby so she had been to our house for
play dates and had a good relationship
with Kellan. I think their relationship on
screen is completely believable because
of that.”

They were all friends and they kept
it light. “I remember we were getting
ready to shoot the bathroom sex scene
at the radio station, and Alecia and I
were in a blocking rehearsal with
Mike when Matt
(her real life
husband) walked
though pretending to urinate all
over the set while
announcing he
was ‘just
marking my territory.’” As Ramsdell
developed the script, they all became
aware that their subject matter was
common to all of their marriages,
“Alecia asked Mike at one point how
he had gotten around to the last set of
pages because it so reminded her of
the argument she and Matt had had the
night before. The thing was, I was
thinking the same thing about Jen and
I,” says Barrett. “Mike turned to us
and goes, ‘sorry guys, this one was
me.’”

Casting out of Barrett’s pool of
friends gave Ramsdell a group of
experienced and flexible actors with
which to develop characters, but it also
meant that three couples ended up in the
cast, none of them paired with their
real-life partner. At times it got interesting, like on sex-scene days. “Everyone
was pretty incredible,” says Ramsdell. “I
remember one day sitting at the monitor
with Jen (Justin’s wife)

Production
“Lincoln Elizabeth Ramsdell was
born, 7lbs - 14oz, on June 24th 2005
in Atlanta, GA all gooey, gross, and
perfect in every way,” says Ramsdell.
Though he was singularly focused on

continued...
making MONTCLAIR, he wasn’t quite
prepared for how it would feel to leave behind
his wife and new baby. Of Ramsdell’s wife,
Barrett notes, ”One of the stronger people I
know. I have no idea how he got away with it
accept to say
that Jen Ramsdell doesn’t
really need
anyone’s help
raising a baby –
she’s tough as
can be. Maybe
there was a little
lack of first
hand knowledge of what her first experience
would be like… It was amazing of her and I’d
say she wouldn’t do it again, but 3 weeks after
MONTCLAIR was finished she kissed Mike
good-bye and sent him off to Iraq and Israel for
6 weeks to finish filming his documentary.
Tough chick”
“Anyone who has made an independent film
knows there is really no way to describe it. It,
on one hand, is a dream come true to be making
a film with all of your closest and most
respected friends, and on the other hand it is a
logistical nightmare.” Says Ramsdell. MONTCLAIR was no exception.
Half the crew was staying at the Sinofsky
household and others were in hotels, basements
and couches. “Bless every on of those awesome
individuals,” says Barrett. The crew worked
extra long hours at reduced and deferred rates
in what was one of the hottest summers on
record. “Temperatures

were routinely in the three digits,” remembers
Barrett. “Ryan Nelson, our key grip – and by
the way, totally indispensable, suggested a tag
line for the film - MONTCLAIR, the hottest
fucking place on earth.”
Barrett’s wife despite being deep
into her third trimester was in charge
of craft services. Which made Justin
very nervous, “I didn’t like her
working in the heat because she got
dehydrated and her water broke four
weeks early on the first baby.” But
she held, as did everyone, and Gavin
Ray Barrett was born just two weeks
after wrap.
Post Production
Working on two different coasts, Ramsdell
and co-editor Benji Gillespie agreed on a
system for cutting the film. “We would each
work a sequence, then send it 3,000 miles
through internet ether to the other, downloading it, relinking the media, and then discussing
what we had done. It was an interesting
process,” says Ramsdell, “but a bit of a pain. It
was fine at first, but as the cut got to the
minutia of a couple frames here or there, it
would have been much easier to be sitting in
the same room.”
The only problem that remained was how
they were going to get the filmcolor
–corrected. Out of money and resources they
were quite disappointed that they had come
this far but hadn’t yet achieved the look they
had hoped for.

Enter CRAWFORD COMMUNICATIONS.
Crawford, an Atlanta based post-production facility
so enjoyed the cut of MONTCLAIR that they
offered a
complete color
correct on the
only Da Vinci
system in the
southeast, and
final sound mix
all at the only
price the
production
could afford –
pro bono. Ramsdell comments, “I would have to
invent some words to try and describe how fantastic
everyone at Crawford is. They are great, great
people.”
“I still have the same arguments with my wife
that triggered the making of the film. We probably
all do,” says Barrett, “It’s the nature of the beast,”
he says again smiling. “I’m not sure what changed,
but when we finally screened a rough cut and one
of the actors’ wives said, ‘It’s like you guys were at
my house last night,’ it felt really good. You realize
what it was all for. The film wasn’t even done, but
one person had
seen a shred of
truth.”

“I think I’m funny”
-Bruce

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS
AND CAST
Mike Ramsdell
Writer/Director/Producer/Editor
Biography:
Mike Ramsdell was
born and raised in Flint,
Michigan. The son of two
public school teachers, he
and his four sisters were
instilled with a strong
sense of family, community, and discipline. After
studying at Western
Michigan as a Theatrical
Scenic Design Major
(1991-1992) and at Columbia College in
Chicago majoring in Film Studies
(1993-1994), Mike pursued a career in
acting….sort of.
However, upon realizing that all the
control and inspiration comes from
behind the camera, Mike went on to
North Carolina School of the Arts where
he earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts in
Directing for Film (1996-2000).
In 2000 he formed Under the Hood
Productions (UTHP) with the goal of
building a production company dedicated
to creating cinema which would inform
directly on the culture and collective
conscience of today.
Since UTHP inception, Mike has written,
directed and produced Montclair, a
feature narrative scheduled to make its
festival debut this year, and recently
returned from Iraq and Israel, where he

was wrapping production on his documentary, The Anatomy of Hate. The Anatomy
of Hate is a film exploring the unifying
intellectual and emotional mechanics of
hatred. It is currently in post-production
and will finish at the end of ’07. Further he
is in pre-production with Redwood Palms
Pictures, for his screenplay Karl
Marx Was Framed to be shot in
Philadelphia in the spring of ’08, and
has another screenplay, Busted Down
on Bourbon St, in development with
a New York based production
company. He is soon to be moving
back to his hometown of Flint, to try
and give something back to the town
that shaped him.

program at USC before transferring to
Boston College to broaden his academic
record. At B.C. he studied biochemistry.
He was a member of the Alpha Epsilon
Delta Pre-Medical Honors Society, was
awarded an undergraduate research
fellowship in physical chemistry and
became the Jesuit Dean Scholar in
Biochemistry 1997. He was later
published in The New England Journal of
Physical Chemistry.

Neil Moore
Cinematographer
Biography:

Filmography:
The Anatomy of Hate, Director/Producer
2002 through present (currently in post
prod) – Documentary UTHP
Montclair, Director/Producer/Writer 2006,
Feature Narrative UTHP/ Montclair
Exclusive, LLC
Busted Down on Bourbon St.,
writer/producer, 2006, screenplay.
Karl Marx Was Framed,
writer/producer/Director, 2008, preproduction
Justin Barrett (JAY)
Producer/Executive Producer
Biography:
Justin began working professionally in
the entertainment industry at the age of 12
in commercials, print and the theatre.
Later, he attended two years of the

New York. He was on stage again
last summer in the Award Winning
Infliction of Cruelty at the 2006 NYC
International Fringe Festival and is
currently voicing several national
campaigns, national cable shows and
cable networks for CNN, American
Express, Hershey’s, Listerine,
Biography on A&E, Discovery and
TLC among others. Montclair is his
first feature as producer and executive producer.

All of this prepared him for very little
of what was to come in his professional
life. After a brief stint as a free-lance
voice-over artist and copy-writer for Mix
98.5 in Boston, he was offered representation in New York and soon found
himself back on stage in the New York
City premiere of Quentin Tarantino’s
Reservoir Dogs as Marvin Nash with the
Empire Theatre Company. The ETC was
home for a couple years and he became a
producer and cast member in numerous
productions including the part of Brother
in Roberto Zucco. He eventually became
Director of Operations for Empire
ADventures, the commercial production
wing of the ETC. Later he was an
executive producer for The Greg Wilson’s
Stand-up Smackdown, a comedy show
that originated at The Laugh Factory,

Cinematographer Neil Moore has
been working professionally in film
since 1998. He received his artistic
and technical training both in his
native state of North Carolina and in
Budapest, Hungary—and has since
acquired many credits and merits to
his name and reputation. Neil’s
hunger for good stories has led him
to work extremely close with many
talented directors and fellow cinematographers, including Vilmos
Zsigmond, ASC, Laszlo Kovacs,
ASC, and Academy Award winning

(continued)
director Aaron Schneider. Since moving
to Los Angeles in 2002, Neil has worked
as a DP shooting many A-list talent
including Tom Cruise, Jamie Foxx, Will
Smith, Jeff Daniels, Steve Carrell, Eddie
Murphy, Drew Barrymore, and Kate
Hudson, among many others. Having
worked in feature films, commercials,
and music videos alike, Neil has produced
artistic and thematic images for audiences
around the globe.

her back to the industry on her own
terms as an actor, filmmaker, and
advocator of efficiently run productions
that treat all involved with the respect
and care that they deserve. Producer and
production manager credits include:
short films, stage plays, site-specific
traveling performance events, and
feature film Montclair. She is also the
writer/director/producer/editor of the
short film “The Safety of Others” which
recently premiered at SXSW, AFI
Dallas, and Rebel Planet.

Jenni Tooley (SUZANNE)
Co-producer

Benji Gillespie
Co-editor

Jenni Tooley spent her first 10 years
in the industry as an award-winning stage
and film actress (Bottle Rocket, Arlington Road, Dallas Observer Best Actress
Award…). After becoming frustrated
with the lack of fulfilling roles and fully
realized projects, Ms. Tooley broke off
from her acting career and became a yoga
teacher. During this time she wrote a
number of short stories (published) and
feature films. The need to see her
features’ artistic vision realized drove her
to directing. Her lack of experience as a
director drove her to producing. Her lack
of finishing funds drove her to editing.
And the power of self-creating brought

Born and raised in Eden, N.C., Benji
Gillespie began making films in
high school with his friends for fun. He
then used these as stepping stones to
gain acceptance into the newly founded
School of Filmmaking at the North
Carolina School of the Arts in 1996.
Upon graduation, he relocated to Los
Angeles to pursue his filmmaking
career. He first found work as a postproduction assistant on numerous television shows for
Fox and MTV,
moved up to
assistant editor,
then finally
catching a break
as head editor
on the PBS series
BRANSON JUBILEE In 2005 and
then PROJECT
MY WORLD

for Direct TV in 2006. During this
process he was asked by his college
roommate, Michael Ramsdell to help
him edit his first feature, MONTCLAIR,
completed in 2007. Benji has meanwhile
continued to write in his spare time and
directed the short sci-fi film TERROR IN
THE OUTER ZONE. He presently is an
editor for Octane TV at Ripe Digital
Entertainment.
Alecia Hurst (AMY)

Some film credits include; Greta in
Peter Reigert's King of The Corner, Lily
in The Perfect Match, Nicole in Ben
Robbin's Strays, and LuLu in The Pride
Brothers Film A Few Chords More. Off
Broadway credits include; Boy's Life,
Mamet BARE, Look Back In Anger and
Beeping Henry. She trained at The
Neighborhood Playhouse in NYC and
has studied with various teachers
including Susan Batson, Gene
Saks and Ron Stetson.
Bruce Sinofsky (BRUCE)
Production Mentor
Award-winning filmmaker Bruce
Sinofsky began his career at Maysles
Films, working under the legendary

non-fiction filmmaking team of
David and Albert Maysles. Sinofsky
was the Senior Editor at Maysles
Films, working on commercials as
well as features.
In April 1991, Sinofsky and Joe
Berlinger formed their own production and theatrical distribution
company, Creative Thinking
International Ltd. BROTHER’S
KEEPER, which they jointly
produced, directed and edited, was
their first major collaboration under
the CTI banner. BROTHER'S
KEEPER was named 1992 Best
Documentary by the Directors
Guild of America, the New York
Film Critics Circle, the National
Board of Review and the Boston
Society of Film Critics. Other major
awards also include the 1992
Sundance Film Festival Audience
Award. The film, which appeared
on the "Ten Best Films of 1992"
lists of over 50 major film critics
nationwide, has been exhibited
theatrically all over the United
States and has been broadcast
throughout the world.

(continued)
Sinofsky and Berlinger’s next project,
The Begging Game, which explores the
hidden world of New York City panhandlers, aired nationally on PBS in
February 1995. "The Begging Game"
was a co-production of ABC News and
Frontline, the PBS documentary series.
1996 marked the release of PARADISE LOST: The Child Murders at
Robin Hood Hills, a non-narrated
cinéma verité feature that captures a
year in the life of a small southern town
as it comes to grips with one of the
most horrifying crimes in the region’s
history. PARADISE LOST’s world
premiere took place at the 1996
Sundance Film Festival and its
European premiere was at the Forum
section of the Berlin Film Festival. It
went on to win a Primetime Emmy
(and two additional nominations), the
National Board of Review’s 1996 Best
Documentary Award, a Peabody
Award, DGA, Independent Spirit and
Cable ACE Nominations for Best
Documentary, and was placed on over
35 Top Ten Films of the Year lists by
major critics across the United States.

from Bruce Springsteen, Fiona Apple,
Jewel and Beck.
Sinofsky and Berlinger's REVELATIONS: PARADISE LOST 2, a follow-up
to PARADISE LOST, debuted in March
of 2000 on Home Box Office. The film
was nominated for a Primetime Emmy
Award for Outstanding Non-Fiction
Special, was released theatrically by
Artisan Entertainment, and released on
home video/DVD by New Video Group.
Jeremy Schwartz (VACLAV)

Jeremy Schwartz' big screen appearances
include Radiant, Parting Words, and The
Education of Charlie Banks. He will also
be co-starring with Ethan Hawke in the
upcoming film Staten Island. On television he's appeared on The Sopranos,
Rescue Me, Strangers With Candy, Law
and Order SVU, and even Walker, Texas
Sinofsky then co-directed (with
Ranger. He's done lots of commercials,
Berlinger) Where It’s At: The Rolling
most notably spoofing the movie "CastStone State of the Union, which aired
on ABC in May, 1998. The special was away" in the 2003 Superbowl ad for
created in celebration of the magazine’s FedEx. He's received accolades as a stage
actor, recently winning praise for his role
30th anniversary, and includesappearin the Steve Earle play "Karla" at The
ances by cultural icons from Marilyn
Culture Project in New York City. He is
Manson to Walter Cronkite. “Where It’s
also a company member of The Fire
At” also features intimate performances
Dept.- a theatre company in New York

City whose members include Neil
LaBute, Janeane Garafolo, and Jose
Rivera.
His voice can be heard all over
Comedy Central, ESPN , HBO, and as
the narrator of the History Channel
series American Eats. He has also
voiced episodes of Sealab: 2021 and
T.V. Funhouse. He recently produced a
staged reading of the new play The
Unauthorized Moving Picture of John
Dillinger which starred Josh Lucas in
the title role. He also co-produced "The
Greg Wilson's Stand Up Smack Down"
which ran for three months at the Laugh
Factory in New York City, and is the
executive producer of the short film
The Safety of Others which has had
screenings at SXSW, AFI Dallas, and
the upcoming fests Big Island and Rebel
Planet.
Matt Walton (MATT)
A scholarship to the Boston Conservatory led to Matt pursuing acting full
time, becoming a paid professional at
19. While earning his BFA in Theater,
Matt co-founded the Conservatory’s
first newspaper, and also performed in
and directed dozens of plays and films.
Matt debuted Off-Broadway starring as
Berger in the 30th Anniversary Production of Hair in 1997, and would later
reprise the role back in Boston and at
the Bay Street Theater in Sag Harbor,
NY. This would lead to other OffBroadway roles: William Hanes in the
American premier of The Tailor Made
Man; eventually creating the roles of

Sonny
in the
premier
of The
Sweepers,
Oedipus
in We’re All Dead, Thomas Jefferson in
Rush’s Dream, the Gorilla Man in Gorilla
Man; leads in the revivals of Beirut,
Boy’s Life, and A Few Good Men.
Matt is no stranger to television with
appearances in Guiding Light, As The
World Turns, Law & Order: SVU, and a
six month recurring role on All My
Children. Walton’s film credits include
starring roles in 200 American, Holier
Than Thou and the upcoming Favorite
Son and Montclair for which he was also
an associate producer; and supporting
roles in Flannel Pajamas, London’s’
Bridge, the upcoming Whipper Snapper,
and the Red State Project.
Along the way, Matt has been
fortunate enough to incorporate voice
work into his repertoire, having narrated
the series Backspin on Bravo and A&E’s
Race to the Red Carpet as well as some
episodes of Biography. Matt has provided
the voice for the Oxygen Network, the
Independent Film Channel, MagRack,
and dozens of commercials and industrials. Matt can be heard reading the
Audiobooks of DreamWorks’ Sinbad,
Sony’s Spiderman 2, and Daniel Steele’s
Second Chance.
Mr. Walton has returned to his home
state where he lives with his family.

Press and General Information
“I’m tired of more”
-Matt

Short End Magazine
Review by Noralil Ryan Fores, 6/11/07
From its first shot, Mike Ramsdell's feature film
debut Montclair exudes the intimate. With the
careful eye of cinematographer Neil Moore, there's
a sweetness to the film's glance, as if it's a home
video, a portrait of people Ramsdell knows and
loves. A mix of both traditional narrative and
intercut documentary footage of the residents of
the Jersey suburb, the film shelters the naturalistic,
embracing in its performances, composition and
editing an ease of pace and tone. It's quite simple,
utterly honest and built of tiny moments that speak
to a generation.
With a multi-narrative structure, the film plays out
much like a series of interconnected short stories,
its characters flowing into and out of one another's
lives at critical intersections. While Jay ( Justin
Barrett) and wife Amy (Alecia Hurst) debate the
pros and cons of having another child, Suzanne's
( Jenni Tooley) feelings waver about her own
pregnancy. Likewise, loner comedian Bruce (Bruce
Sinofsky) starts to come out of a divorce-induced
funk just as outspoken Vaclav ( Jeremy Schwartz)
learns to accept his infant son's death. The stories
collide in bursts, each meaningful but subtely
explored. There's nothing demanding about the
importance of the interactions. Montclair's characters simply are, and Ramsdell, without laying his
hands heavily on them, allows them the space to
discover themselves.
In the hands of Barrett, Hurst, Tooley and Sinofsky, the performances are understated, realistic

portraits of suburban culture. Hurst, in particular,
seems so comfortable on screen that she seems not
to act but just to be. Charged with perhaps the most
controversial role in the film, Tooley, on the other
hand, in perfect form for the portrayal of Suzanne
seems quite aware of outside observation, or as she
calls it in the film "judgment." She's appropriately
awkward and quietly engaging, her silent yearning to
understand herself and her desires heartbreaking.
Unlike the rest, Schwartz is granted space to indulge
in the eccentric and quirky. His overblown exhuberance and spirit add a much needed comic respite to
a film that speaks candidly and with clarity about
serious issues. Essential to the humor of the film as
well are minor characters Johnathan Lindner, the
quintessentially heart-warming balloon vendor, and
Chuck ( Joe Narciso), the ever-anxious radio manager.
The primary weakness of the film, ironically, comes
from the same source that gives it its strength. As a
film built out of the intimate, the experiences
explored are those relegated to a generation of 30
somethings, a generation frankly that does not
typically garner as much attention from feature film
as from television. In such, Montclair boldly defies a
particular set of norms, and the necessity for films
which do this, which cater to a specific audience
whole-heartedly, is undoubtly pivotal. Yet this
intrepid decision does not allow for a transcendent
quality of the cinematic experience. Audiences
outside the film's experiential base may well feel an
appreciation yet dissociation from the ideas
presented. Namely, Montclair is not a film for
everyone, but for those who willingly embrace it, the
promise of poignance and emotional honesty is kept
safe and taken to heart.

Contact info:
Mike Ramsdell
mike@underthehoodproductions.com
Justin Barrett
justin@underthehoodproductions.com
Cast list:
Justin Barrett ( JAY)
Alecia Hurst (AMY)
Jeremy Schwartz (VACLAV)
Bruce Sinofsky (BRUCE)
Jenni Tooley (SUZANNE)
Matt Walton (MATT)
TRT: 93 min.

